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Living Design takes a look at this

small social housing development.

Talk of the
Terrace
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Lisnahull Terrace is a small social housing

development designed for Oaklee Housing Association

by Kennedy Fitzgerald Architects located alongside

Lisnahull Road in Dungannon. 

The site is on the edge of a large open amenity area

leading into a housing estate on the edge of the town.

It has been developed as a pilot scheme designed and

constructed to Passivhaus standards. Passivhaus, or

“Passive House”, is a sustainable approach to designing

and building houses based on the idea of minimising

the energy used to heat the homes achieved through

creating a well insulated sealed building envelope and

the use of mechanical ventilation.

The architects have taken advantage of the north south

alignment of the site and road by arranging all five of

the 3 and 4 bedroom houses into a single terrace facing

the main road. Arranging the houses into a terrace in

this manner has given the development a presence on

the road and certain status. The scale of the block sits

well against the open green area and provides a new

gateway into the estate.
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are enough windows overlooking the front for this not to

be the case.  A real benefit of this layout is that habitable

rooms all directly relate to the large private southern back

gardens. This is particularly effective in the open plan

lounge and dining spaces where full height windows

allow light to pour in and add to a sense of space by

extending the rooms out to the gardens.

As with much new social housing, these houses have

been designed to comply with several sets of

requirements, including Lifetime Homes Standards,

Secured by Design, and the association’s own derivative

of the DSD Housing Association Guide. They also meet

Code for Sustainable Homes Level 4. The Passivhaus

certification is in addition to all of these.

The houses have achieved the design requirement of only

0.6 air changes per hour at 50pa following the considerable

effort that was put into the construction detailing by both

the architect and contractor. The houses are timber framed,

with plywood on 140mm deep studs. The voids between

the studs are fully insulated and a further layer of insulation

board has been applied to the inner side along with an air

tightness barrier which also acts as a vapour control

membrane. The internal face is dry lined plasterboard

mounted on battens which provides space for services so

that the insulation and air tightness are not compromised.

To maintain the sealed envelope it is desirable for

windows remain closed, and for fresh air to be provided

by a heat recovery ventilation system. However openable

windows are provided to allow occupants additional

ventilation in the summer time should overheating occur.

It is a misconception of Passivhaus design that windows

cannot or should not be opened although there are

benefits particular in cold weather to ventilate through

The simple unadorned rectilinear form of the terrace

with its white walls and black pitched roof has echoes of

both traditional Irish vernacular dwellings and market town

terraces, which seems appropriate for the edge of town

location. This is further enhanced by the careful placing of

the grey framed triple glazed window openings, crisp

aluminium box gutters and finely detailed front porches. 

A generous amount of iroko timber has been deployed in

cladding panels, screens, and brise soleil giving a warmth

to the buildings. The architects gave serious consideration

to leaving the iroko uncoated, however a perception that

might look unfinished led to the decision to varnish all of

the external woodwork. There is a unity to the terrace

derived from its architectural composition and language

that suggests a form of community or togetherness. The

scheme is certainly stronger for it.

The next architectural move has been to arrange all of the

main habitable spaces in the houses along the south side

of the terrace, with only bathrooms, kitchens and

staircases to the front. This is common sense passive solar

design. The rooms on the south side have large windows

protected from excessive solar gain by timber brise soleil,

while a more solid highly insulated facade shelters the

north facing front of the terrace. Although this could seem

as though the houses turn their backs to the street there
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the heat recovery system. The majority of heating is

provided through the ventilation system with only a

single radiator fitted in each house, in the lounge, along

with towel radiators in each bathroom. Warm stale air is

extracted from the kitchen and bathrooms, the heat from

that air is recovered by heat exchangers and used to

warm up filtered incoming fresh air supplied to all of the

bedrooms.  Solar collectors provide hot water and back up

heat is provided by gas fired boilers.

There continues to be growing genuine concern for the

environment and understanding of how homes can

contribute to damaging it, and in turn measures that can be

taken to reduce that impact. For many the focus often tends

to be on financial aspects and specifically on reducing energy

bills. Sustainable design can often become a balancing act

between the cost of using more energy efficient or

environmentally friendly systems and construction techniques

and the potential savings made in the running costs. It is

often usual for houses that have been designed to be highly

sustainable to be for individual clients who are committed to

the concepts at the outset of the design process.

The nature of the Passivhaus design is such that the

occupants of the homes will have to use them in a

certain manner in order to avail of the energy saving

benefits. At Lisnahull Terrace the identity of the

occupants, never mind their lifestyles and attitudes

towards the environment was unknown at the design

stage, so it has been a commendable leap of faith on

the part of Oaklee to procure the development. In many

ways the scheme is an experiment. In that spirit, Oaklee

have established a research project to help understand

the performance of the houses and how people live in

them, with two of the tenants having agreed to have

their homes monitored for a period of time.

The sustainable credentials of these houses alone make

the development noteworthy, however the result is much

more than just a response to those specific design

challenges. The development is well designed along

sound architectural principals. The houses are attractive,

fresh, and well detailed. The arrangement of the houses

as a terrace on the site, the relationship of the interior

spaces to the private gardens, and overall architectural

expression all add to the scheme, and the development

makes a positive contribution to its place. Lisnahull Terrace

is excellent example of housing and demonstrates what

more multiple unit housing developments could be like. n

Wayne Hazlett
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